Abstract. The paper provides a report on the user-centred showcase prototypes of the DICTA-SIGN project (http://www.dictasign.eu/), an FP7-ICT project which ended in January 2012. DICTA-SIGN researched ways to enable communication between Deaf individuals through the development of humancomputer interfaces (HCI) for Deaf users, by means of Sign Language. Emphasis is placed on the Sign-Wiki prototype that demonstrates the potential of sign languages to participate in contemporary Web 2.0 applications where user contributions are editable by an entire community and sign language users can benefit from collaborative editing facilities.
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Research Rational
The idea driving research in DICTA-SIGN was that development of Web 2.0 technologies have made the WWW a place where people constantly interact with each other by posting information (e.g. blogs, discussion forums), modifying and enhancing other people's contributions (e.g. Wikipedia), and sharing information (e.g. Facebook, social news sites). However, these cause they require the use o the same role as written tex anonymous and, second, tha one else has produced. Und sary technologies that make goals, DICTA-SIGN dealt German Sign Language (D guage (LSF). The project in develop technologies for sig edge of the structure, gramm 2 Technological A DICTA-SIGN contributed n and corpus construction bu in image processing, compu ognition with multimodal f ogy. Another significant co user-centred interface desig atic involvement of end-us phases. All technologies a in a sign language wiki, wh but also allowed for extens is based on the initially set input isolated signs or co phrases, converts them into an animated avatar sign the and disseminated via the sig
The required linguistic k tation of a specially design database. The project langu ralised lexical and gramma e technologies are not friendly to sign language users, of written language. Sign language (SL) videos cannot fu xt in these new technologies, given, first, that they are at people cannot easily edit and add to a video which som er this light, DICTA-SIGN's goal was to develop the nec e Web 2.0 interactions in sign language possible. To fulfi with four sign languages: British Sign Language (BS DGS), Greek Sign Language (GSL) and French Sign L nvolved research from several scientific domains in orde gn recognition and generation, exploiting significant kno mar and lexicon of the project Sign Languages.
Advancements and Systems Integration
new knowledge in the domain of SL resources acquisit ut also in the front of SL technologies, advancing resea uter vision, the statistical methods for continuous sign r fusion and adaptation, as well as in virtual human techn ontribution, beyond advances in related technologies, is gn of the project's prototypes, which derived from syste sers in evaluation procedures accompanying developm and resources developed during the project were integra hich enabled not only to showcase the project's outcom sive evaluation and actual use by end-users. The protot t scenario, where the user signs to a webcam providing ontinuous signing. The computer recognizes the sig o an internal representation of sign language, and then em back to the user. Content on the Web is then contribu gning avatar. [8] . An initi lexical database has been en vides users with a simple si in the four project sign lang
The Sign Look-up Tool ponding signs in the four p vice to recognise signs. Th closest matches, to the user sign in all four languages. [7] . The same resources were also exploited in order of a simple sign-to-sign translation service, integrated i fort has been placed on systems' integration linking rec esis and animation, both supported by adequately annota al Search-by-Example interface [9] to the DICTA-SI nhanced to produce a Sign Look-up Tool ( Fig. 1) that p ign-level translation tool for exploring corresponding si guages. enables a Deaf user to perform a sign and see the corr project languages. The system uses an Xbox Kinect™ he sign look-up tool plays back the recognised sign, or r using an avatar. The user can then see the correspond cking of (a) corpus data and (b) facial features ool is where a sign language user sees a sign in an unfam when travelling to another country. Successful implemen Tool led to integration plans for the sign language W ent of the sign recognition technologies (Fig. 2a, A typical Sign-Wiki pag the left to accommodate co the signing avatar appears.
The Content Structure p user allowing for navigation the virtual human signer.
The global level of deta controlled by the user by ap ture which may correspond sign is labelled with its spok
Fi
To view the page conten human signer, the user sim tual human signer initiates p individual sign is presented blue, thus providing visual structural organisation of th For any given Sign-Wik mode is achieved by simple may execute the following a ge Wiki ntemporary Web 2.0 applications is that user contributi mmunity. The oldest, and most popular, application of contribution can be edited and refined, anonymously if As the success of Wikipedia and related sites show, ration results in a rapid amassing of knowledge. ign language users could benefit similarly from collabo mind, a server was developed to provide the same service ng sign language. Instead of using text as the output m ents information (fig. 4) . The use of an avatar preserves d facilitates modification and reuse of information pres ge is divided in two sections, a Content Structure panel ontent and a Content Presentation panel on the right, wh panel presents a structured view of the page content to n within the page and selection of units for presentation ail at which the content page structure is displayed can ppropriate selection/deselection of the nodes in a tree str d to individual signs or sign phrases, while each individ ken language gloss name.
ig. 4. Standard Sign-Wiki page layout nt, or any structural unit within the page using the virt mply selects by clicking on the required node, so as the presentation of the selected sequence sign by sign. As e d, its entry in the tree structure on the left is highlighted feedback to the user, also allowing for verification of he content. ki content page, a switch from Viewing mode to Edit/In e clicking of the relevant icon. In Edit/Input mode the u actions: In Edit/Input mode the Con Drop based structure edito structure and move it to a possible to view any unit w proceeds.
The currently available input by exploitation of S Lexicon to enrich the node building functionality. Both of signs, if already included allows the user to create a s shape, orientation, location edit signs already included
Fig. 5
The system acts as a dic (Fig. 5) , and editing ( Fig. 6 type is built using conven purpose SL processing mo plemented using the Djang client-side of the Web site the JQuery library, and sev tem also integrates a dedica (Fig. 7) . to directly input signs, via a Kinect tracking device.
ntent Structure panel gains the ability to act as a Drag-a or. The user can select any node within the content t new position in the tree by dragging it there, while i within the structure as often as the user desires while edit sign or sign sequence insertion methods involve Kin Sign Recognition technologies, Search in the Dicta-S es in the Content Structure panel, and an individual s h the first and second of these methods allow identificat d in the Dicta-Sign lexicon. The sign building environm sign definition by identifying its individual features (ha n, movement, etc.) interactively. It also allows the user in the page, using the same set of interactive techniques . Sign-Wiki input reviewing environment ctation machine using sign, providing recording, playb 6). As regards Sign-Wiki implementation issues, the pro ntional Web technology, augmented with various spe odules. On the server side, the Sign-Wiki Web site is go framework, supported by a PostgreSQL database. T is implemented using HTML and Javascript, supported veral other small JQuery-related library modules. The s ated Kinect Input/Recognition server. To use the Sign-Wiki the and a web browser (Windo input, a Microsoft Kinect™ puter itself or to another lo tem, and connected via the the Kinect device also nee within the project, installed standard client-side Web so Innovation achieved by guage is noticeable in rela number of barriers causing video to convey the signed tions provide the condition ther entering his/her own and/or using a set of sign cr Web user may edit previou copy-paste procedures on p a sign, using a visual sign users, like any other Wiki viduals. This may involve translation support in order support by a Sign-Look-up in four sign languages. This ronment, since multilingual bility of its understanding. the Deaf communities, the u ing his/her anonymity, sin means of a signing avatar.
Fi
The DICTA-SIGN prot dures that have provided co emphasising on the Deaf us thus, gaining advanced hum applications, which can be b Especially in respect to t e user needs just a conventional personal computer syst ows or Mac OS X, with Firefox). To do Kinect-based ™ input device is required, attached either to the client co cal computer, physically located close the main client s e local network to that system. The local computer host ds to have the special Kinect-service software, develo d on it. Apart from this, the Sign-Wiki depends only oftware technology. DICTA-SIGN in respect to communication via sign l ation to the pre-DICTA-SIGN state-of-the-art regardin g parameters which mainly relate to the exclusive use d linguistic message. For the first time technological so ns so that a signing user may create new SL content by productions to the system by means of a Kinect dev reation tools which are also used for editing purposes. T usly uploaded signs or sign phrases by applying i.e. sim pieces of SL utterances or by changing basic component editor or the set of HamNoSys notations [10] . Sign-W users, may view SL information uploaded by other in information in one's own sign language or may requ r to be comprehended. In the latter case, the user may f translation module, which currently allows search of si s facility is rather supportive in the multilingual Web en l correspondences of the same concept increase the po Finally, answering a demand been strongly expressed user may save, upload and present his/her content prese nce performance of sign language content takes place g. 6. Sign-Wiki lexicon search results otypes have been exposed to end-user evaluation pro omments relating to all levels of implementation, crucia sers' preferences in respect to interaction with the syste man-computer interface design for Web 2.0 sign langu best viewed in implementation of the Sign-Wiki prototy the Sign-Wiki, since the prototype is usable online, 
Conclusion
DICTA-SIGN has undertaken fundamental research and development in the combined use of image processing and advanced computer vision techniques, statistical methods for continuous sign recognition with multimodal fusion and adaptation, virtual human technology, sign language modelling, grammar & lexicon design and development as well as corpus construction. The DICTA-SIGN demonstrator focused on the end user's requirements as regards human-computer interaction via sign language. Under this light, the main aim here has been to underline the range of actions and interaction possibilities that are finally offered to signing users of Web 2.0, resulting from research work that exploits properly annotated language resources.
